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1. INTRODUCTION If one were to have the average American describe the economic views of fundamentalists in a single word, that word would undoubtedly be "conservative." If one were to elicit a more elaborate description it would probably read as follows: "Theological and economic conservatism go hand in hand. Theologically conservative Protestants are staunch defenders of market capitalism. They denounce every form of socialism, reject paternalistic government spending programs, and advocate free enterprise as the solution to virtually every economic problem." The truth, however, is both different and more complex. Theologically conservative Protestant leaders espouse a variety of economic positions. A free market consensus is at best a prospect for the future, and an unlikely prospect at that. Most rank and file fundamentalists and evangelicals are not economic conservatives and would probably reject any free market consensus that did emerge from their leaders. And, despite well-publicized and extensive lobbying of social and moral issues, even such avowedly conservative groups as the Moral Majority have never seriously attempted to implement an economic agenda. This essay attempts to document and explain this surprising state of affairs. THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY The word "economics" has many meanings in everyday speech. This study concerns what might be termed “formal economics.” It investigates what theologically conservative Protestants have to say about the production of commodities, the nature of markets, the economic impact of government, and the growth and distribution of a society's income. The informal aspects of everyday financial activity, the specific problems associated with running a business or managing one's money, are of secondary concern. Hence, this study does not review sermons and writings that counsel Christians against personal indebtedness, or admonish them to contribute liberally, or instruct them on spiritual guidelines for money management.1 These are omitted, not because they are insignificant, but simply because they are, in the words of one Christian economist, "light years from the mainstream" of formal economic thinking.2 The word "fundamentalism," like the word "economics," means different things to different people. Studies that presume one meaning arrive at conclusions inapplicable to the other meanings. To avoid confusion, I must therefore explain how the term fundamentalism is used, and why it is often avoided, throughout this study. Theologians and religious historians typically define "fundamentalism" as a specific religious movement that emerged from the controversies raging within mainstream American Protestantism around the turn of the century. In the face of attempts to adapt and modernize traditional Christian beliefs, the members of this movement fought to defend what they viewed as "the fundamentals" of the Christian faith and so styled themselves "fundamentalists." The origins of historical fundamentalism, the thought and actions of its leaders, and the development of its churches and institutions have been chronicled by Sandeen, Marsden, Ammerman, and others3 and need not be repeated here. It suffices to note that historical fundamentalists share not only a common past, but also a particular theology and social orientation. As one scholar observes: Fundamentalist ... Christians [are those] who believe in the total errorlessness -- inerrancy -- of the Bible in all its assertions, of whatever kind; who believe that the present penultimate dispensation of history will end in utter disaster, as have all of its predecessors; who expect the imminent, public return of Christ in a second advent that will usher in the final dispensation of history; and who feel bound by faithfulness in an inerrant scripture to anathematize, and to separate themselves from, those who take a different view, whether they be Christians or others.4



Despite its value to theologians and religious historians, this definition of fundamentalism proves unsuited to many social scientific investigations. Sociologists, political scientists, and economists -- particularly those who employ population surveys and large-scale data analysis -- adopt broader definitions which subsume "fundamentalism" under the heading of "evangelicalism." ("Evangelicalism" here refers to the many churches and denominations that affirm that salvation comes only through personal faith in Jesus Christ as Savior, that stress the need to proselytize, and that accept the Bible as the inerrant Word of God.) For example, in a recent book entitled The Fundamentalist Phenomenon, the noted political scientist James Reichley concludes that "for political analysis, the older and more inclusive term, ‘evangelical' in many ways works better" than the narrower "fundamentalist" term.5 In a similar manner, Susan Rose analyzes the educational impact of fundamentalism entirely within the context of evangelicalism. She does so, not because she chooses to ignore the fundamentalist/evangelical distinction, but rather because maintaining that distinction is impractical. She finds it "difficult to assess how many of the Christian schools are `strictly' fundamentalist, for fundamentalist and charismatic schools may belong to the same Christian school associations and the distinction among types is not necessarily made."6 Similar difficulties plague economic studies of fundamentalism. Three of these deserve special mention: (1) A substantial fraction of all self-styled "fundamentalists," those belonging to the more strict and separatist wing of the historical movement, have expressed no real interest in economic issues. A study of their economic thought would be brief indeed, but also misleading, since it is their very lack of attention to economic issues that is most noteworthy. (2) Those selfstyled fundamentalists who are interested in economic issues have developed their ideas and pursued their goals jointly with other evangelicals. As a practical matter, neither their orientation nor their impact can be separated from that of the other evangelicals with whom they routinely interact. (3) There is no way to reliably isolate the economic attitudes or behavior of rank and file fundamentalists. It is simply impossible to survey a representative sample of fundamentalists as distinct from other theologically conservative Protestants.7 In light of these problems, this study explores the attitudes and actions of fundamentalists within the larger context of evangelicalism. It surveys the economic attitudes of a broad, "evangelical-fundamentalist" population, and it investigates the economic teachings of a variety of theologically conservative Protestant leaders. Some of these leaders call themselves "fundamentalists," some "evangelicals." Some, though by no means all, have been associated with Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority or other organizations of the so-called "New Christian Right." Despite these differences, however, all share a distinctive outlook on economics and religion. They not only accept the Bible as the inerrant word of God, but also look to it for specific solutions to economic problems. Most have considered the economic implications of scripture at length and have emerged with something substantive to say about economics not just personal finances or material rewards. In other words, they have seriously considered the kind of issues that economists actually address and in so doing have arrived at conclusions which they insist are consistent with Biblical principles and which they justify in terms of specific Biblical texts. Though they are by no means in complete agreement, most are aware of each other's work and take it seriously. Many have interacted face to face, and most acknowledge the others as cocontributors to a growing body of thought that they often call "Christian economics."



2. THE SPECTRUM OF EVANGELICAL ECONOMIC THOUGHT Evangelical economic attitudes are anything but unanimous. Though it is fair to characterize the typical evangelical as supportive of capitalism and opposed to communism -- a view that they share with most other Americans -- there is wide variation of thought within the movement's religious and intellectual leadership. At one extreme, Christians Reconstructionists and the so-called New Christian Right enthusiastically embrace free



markets and decry virtually all forms of government intervention. At the opposite extreme, self-styled "radical evangelicals" brand capitalism as hopelessly decadent and espouse a quasi-Marxist theology of liberation. The majority fall between these extremes, some calling for greater government intervention and larger social welfare programs and others advocating more free enterprise and a smaller government sector. STRICT, SELF-STYLED FUNDAMENTALISTS Historic fundamentalism always has advocated separation from the corrupting influences of secularism and liberal Christianity. Even so, the degree of separatism been a subject of frequent dispute. The original fundamentalist movement split in the 1940s and 1950s, with Billy Graham and others leading the more accommodating wing that came to call itself "evangelical" and Carl McIntire leading the strict separatists who retained the "fundamentalist" label.8 Today's self-styled fundamentalists are similarly divided, with a more accommodating or "open" wing epitomized by Jerry Falwell and his associates at Liberty Baptist Church and Liberty University and a more strictly separatist wing epitomized by institutions like Bob Jones University. Strict fundamentalists exist within the American economy, and in that sense cannot help but participate in it, but they have never sought to understand or critique its workings from a religious perspective. Their major periodical, Sword of the Lord, has little to say about economics, only occasional praise for capitalism (typically within the context of attacks on communism).9 Their largest colleges, Bob Jones University, Tennessee Temple, Baptist Bible College of Missouri, and Baptist Bible College of Pennsylvania, devote no resources to economic studies. None has a department of economics, none offers an economics major, and with just one exception none even offers courses in economics.10 Indeed, it appears that there is not a single member of the American Economic Association among the ranks of strict fundamentalists.11 Not surprisingly, therefore, strict fundamentalists have not participated in the economic discussions and debates that have occurred in other theologically conservative circles, nor have they generated their own body of economic teachings. It is this very lack of attention to economic issues that best characterizes their economic orientation. Extreme separatists appear suspicious of all economic systems, rejecting the possibility of any truly Godly outcomes from any secular institution, political or economic. The attitudes of the fundamentalist congregation studied by Nancy Ammerman are probably typical: “They accept the division of the world into sacred and secular, private and public. The structures of the economy are not expected to run by God’s rules… When profit comes first, ahead of God, corruption and dishonesty are only to be expected.”12 Such fundamendalists are as alikely to view themselves as victims of the marketplace as its beneficiaries.13



THE NEW CHRISTIAN RIGHT In contrast to their strictly separatist brethren, members of fundamentalism’s more accommodating wing have expressed interest in economic issues. Falwell, for example, has often praised the virtues of free enterprise while also condemning state control of the economy and social welfare programs. Falwell’s Liberty University in Lynchberg, Virginia, has a department of economics, offers a major in economics, and teaches a full range of undergraduate economics courses. Its four person economics department ranks as one of the largest in any Christian college, fundamentalist or evangelical.14 Liberty University is also the site of an economics think tank, the “Contemporary Economics and Business Association,” established in 1987. However, as CEBA’s own president, Robert Mateer, has emphasized, none of these activities should be viewed as distinctly fundamentalist. Most of the people featured in CEBA’s conferences and publications label themselves “evangelical” rather than “fundamentalist.” Moreover, many of them contribute to economic discussion and debate occurring in mainstream evangelical circles, at universities such as Wheaton, organizations such as the “Coalition on Revival,” and activities such as the “Oxford Conference.”15 It is therefore impossible to isolate the economic thought and economic activities of fundalmentalist leaders, such as Falwell and Mateer, from



those of other evangelicals who share their political and social agenda. The natural unit of analysis is the entire group of leaders that promotes this agenda, both evangelical and fundamentalist, a group known as the “New Christian Right.” The "New Christian Right" or NCR is a generic term applied by social scientists and the media to the collection of theologically and socially conservative Christian organizations that gained prominence in American politics in the late 1970's and early 1980's.16 In the popular press and public sentiment, the NCR always has been epitomized by Jerry Falwell and his now disbanded Moral Majority.17 The "fundamentalist" label, which Falwell embraced and certainly deserved, therefore is often applied to the entire NCR, and many Americans now routinely equate fundamentalism with religiously motivated conservative political action. The equation is erroneous, however. The NCR should not be viewed as the embodiment of fundamentalism, but rather as a broad coalition of evangelicals drawn together by their conservative social and political agenda. The NCR has always included nonfundamentalists -- moderate evangelicals, charismatics, and even some mainline Protestants and Catholics. Moreover, many self-styled fundamentalists, those I have called strict separatists, utterly reject the goals and methods of the NCR. They remain firmly isolationist and repudiate political activism. Their position is epitomized by Bob Jones, Jr. who denounced Falwell as "the most dangerous man in America today as far as Biblical Christianity is concerned.”18



Leaders of NCR organizations share a conservative economic outlook that they have often voiced in sermons, newspaper interviews, popular books, and journal and newspaper articles. As regards the economy as a whole, they applaud the free market system, criticize the welfare state, and oppose any form of socialism. The following passage from "The Christian World View of Economics," a position paper published by an evangelical association called the "Coalition on Revival," is representative: We affirm that a free market economy is the closest approximation man has yet devised in this fallen world to the economy set forth in the Bible, and that, of all the economies known to man, it is the most conducive to producing a free, just, and prosperous society for all people. (p 19) We deny that central planning and other coercive interferences with personal choice can increase the productivity of society; that the civil government has authority to set the value of property; and that the Bible teaches any "just" price other than that resulting from the interaction of supply and demand in a marketplace of free people." (p 15) Although statements like this have characterized the New Christian Right since its inception in the late 1970's,19 serious attempts to defend them are relatively recent. The intellectual and biblical defense of free-enterprise, "Christian economics" is the primary goal of Liberty University's Contemporary Economics and Business Association. CEBA publishes a journal called Christian Perspectives: A Journal of Free Enterprise, sponsors conferences featuring noted conservative Christian economists and free-market apologists, and has produced a video-taped series along the lines of Milton Friedman's "Free To Choose" television series.20 Through the energetic efforts of its president, CEBA has financed its continually expanding activities with private industry donations and has aimed for professional respectability by building its conferences, publications, and video tapes around respected authors, economists, and businessmen.21 The cover page of a recent issue of CEBA's Christian Perspectives journal states: The economic faculty of the school [of Business and Government at Liberty University] and the staff of CEBA ... believe:



1. that the combination of democracy and our capitalistic economy (free-enterprise) is the philosophical foundation upon which the practical solutions to almost all political-economy problems and issues must be based, 2. that the economic development and progress of nations is directly related to the extent to which they have applied, in practice, the principles of free-enterprise economics, 3. that even a free-enterprise-based system of political economy can only be successful in Western civilization if it has the underpinning of the Judeo-Christian moral value system, the value system which has been the basis for most of our great achievements.22 The Christian Right has been influenced by libertarian ideology associated with the "Chicago" and "Austrian" schools of economic thought. Libertarians like Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek provide Christian economists with a body of carefully worked, highly respectable research that defends free markets, private property, and minimal government on theoretical and empirical grounds. Thus, in an extended discussion of economic issues, Jerry Falwell cites Friedman repeatedly23 and Robert Mateer recommends Friedman's Capitalism and Freedom as one of three books "virtually essential to an understanding of capitalism, freedom, and the role of government.”24 Although the proponents of conservative Christian economics freely acknowledge their debt to secular conservatives like Friedman, they also emphasize that their views remain grounded in God's Word. They argue that free enterprise and respect for private property is advocated throughout the Bible. Moreover, they insist that free enterprise yields its benefits only when coupled with ethical structures that maintain and promote the Bible's moral principles. The CEBA statement quoted above is in this respect completely typical. It is echoed by Pat Robertson's observation that "communism and capitalism in their most extreme, secular manifestations are equally doomed to failure ... When greed and materialism displace all spiritual and moral values, capitalism breaks down into ugliness.”25 The Christian Right's economic agenda thus links the rehabilitation of American capitalism to the restoration of traditional American values. James Kennedy, one of the Moral Majority's founders, argues that America's economic problems will be solved "only when we get back to the Protestant or Biblical work ethic.”26 THE CHRISTIAN RECONSTRUCTIONISTS No group of theologically conservative Protestants has spelled out its view of the economy in as much detail as the Christian Reconstructionists. Its two most prolific leaders, Rousas Rushdoony and Gary North, have written numerous books and articles defending a free market as the only economic system compatible with God's Word. The following statements, from Rushdoony's Politics of Guilt and Pity, are typical of their overall economic views: Social progress comes with the accumulation and development of wealth. Wealth comes, in free economy, as a product of work and thrift – in short, of character. Capital is often accumulated by inheritance, a God-given right which is strongly stressed in the Bible…In a free economy, property is freed from restrictions of the state because it is under the restrictions of the family and of a religiously oriented community…The security of a man in his property, and in his inheritance, means a stability in the social order which is productive progress.”27 Reconstructionist policy recommendations are in many cases identical to those of the Austrian school of economic thought. And there is no doubt that North, at least, has been directly influenced by Austrian writings.28 Nevertheless, it is Biblical texts that the Reconstructionists use to justify their positions. The



Biblical tithe is said to demand a flat fax; God’s authority as the world’s creator and ultimate owner prohibits centralized planning; the Old Testament’s metallic currencies illustrates that “honest money” is based on tangible commodities, not government fiat; and the eighth commandment (“thou shall not steal”) condemns income redistribution as nothing more than institutionalized theft. As these examples illustrate, the Reconstructionists reject any distinction between secular and religious truth. Rushdoony claims that “[t]he roots of the free market … rest in the doctrine of God”29 “[E]conomics cannot be seen in isolation from ethics, theology, and much, much more…. Economics does not exist in a vacuum, nor is it separate from morality, the family, and vocation.”30 Economic revival and spriitual renewal are ultimately inseparable. “The battle for the free market is but one facet of a battle against idolatry.”31 Outsiders sometimes refer to the Reconstructionists as “fundamentalists,” but the Reconstructionists themselves reject the label on both historical and theological grounds. The movement grew out of the Calvinist, Dutch Reform wing of Protestant evangelicalism, which is historically distinct from that which gave rise to traditional fundamentalism. Reconstructionists also reject the critical fundamentalist doctrine known as “premillennialism,” the belief that Christ must return before God’s Kingdom (the “millennium”) can be established. True to their Calvinist roots, Reconstructionists are “postmillennialists,” believing that Christ will return only after Christian efforts help to bring about God’s millennial Kingdom. The practical significance of this apparently esoteric distinction is great. Premillennial theology sees the world going from bad to worse, only to be redeemed through God's sudden intervention at the second coming of Christ. Any efforts, including those of Christians, to reform secular society are therefore ultimately futile. The logical Christian response to the evils of the world is therefore defensive isolationism, holding the fort until God's cavalry arrives. Premillennial theology thus tends to undermine arguments for political activism, and so is something of an albatross about the NCR's neck. In contrast, Postmillennial theology calls Christians out of isolation. A Christian society can and will be achieved. It is incumbent upon Christians to dig in and fight, since Christ is literally waiting for them to finish the job that He began. Dominion theology is increasingly filtering into the mainstream of the Christian Right. It has, for example, shaped some of Pat Robertson's economic positions33 and underpins many of the economic views and goals of at least one major NCR organization, the Coalition On Revival.34 Put off by the Reconstructionists' militant rhetoric and occasional ad hominem attacks, most members of the Christian Right hesitate to be openly associated with them. But as one interviewee said "though we hide their books under the bed, we read them just the same." THE EVANGELICAL LEFT The Christian Right has garnered so much attention in recent years that its positions are sometimes taken as typical of all evangelicals. To do so, however, is a mistake. There are other evangelicals whose economic positions are as far to the left as the NCR and Reconstructionists are to the right. Moreover, the Right's economics can not be fully appreciated apart from the contrasting views of Ron Sider, Jim Wallis, and other leaders of the "evangelical Left." When Gary North named his series of books "Biblical Blueprints" he was self-consciously rejecting Ronald Sider's claim that "We do not find a comprehensive blueprint for a new economic order in Scripture."35 When another Reconstructionist, David Chilton wrote a book on economics, it was framed as a refutation of Sider's Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger and titled Productive Christians in an Age of Guilt Manipulators. In a recent review of Beisner's Prosperity and Poverty, Liberty University's Mark Clauson makes a point of noting that "Beisner responds to the Siderire interpretations of Scripture" and espouses "a concept of justice that is directly opposed to the ideas of many evangelicals in the mold of Ronald Sider.”36 This fascination with Sider and his associates is revealing. The evangelical Right has made no analogous attempt to refute Catholic and mainline Protestant teachings, which are at least as liberal as those of



Sider and which have received far more attention in the secular press. Leaders of the evangelical Right are well aware that both they and their counterparts on the Left contend for the same evangelical Christian audience. Ronald Sider is a philosopher at Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary and probably the most influential leader of the evangelical Left.37 Sider sees issues of poverty, inequality, and economic justice as central to Biblical morality. He condemns fellow evangelicals for "ignoring the central Biblical teaching that God is on the side of the poor"38 and repeatedly draws attention to the vast disparities in wealth and living standards that exist in the modern world. The scriptural solution, according to Sider, is basically one of redistribution. Christians in the world's developed countries must consume less, contribute more to the poor, and demand that their countries enact trade policies that benefit less developed countries. Although Sider and other evangelicals of the Left concede the Biblical "legitimacy of private property," they are quick to add that "the right of private property in not absolute."39 It is not surprising, therefore, that market intervention is implicit in many of their specific proposals, such as the call for a "national food policy," increased foreign aid (channeled though organizations like the United Nations), "just" international trade, and guaranteed wages.40 A handful of evangelical leaders flatly reject capitalism in favor of socialism. Most of these are self-styled "radical evangelicals" whose thinking has been influenced by the secular Left, the 1960's counter-culture, and by commutarian Christian groups such as the Hutterites, Mennonites, and Amish. Adopting a Marxist formulation of society's problems, they argue that "the system which creates and sustains much of the hunger, underdevelopment, and other social ills in the world today is capitalism. Capitalism is by its very nature a system which promotes individualism, competition, and profit-making with little or no regard for social costs. It puts profits and private gain before social service and human needs. As such it is an unjust system which should be replaced."41 These sentiments find their strongest expression in the writings of Jim Wallis, the Radical Left's most influential leader. His Agenda for Biblical People,42 insists that American "overconsumption is theft from the poor" and that "the people of the non-industrialized world are poor because we are rich; the poverty of the masses is maintained and perpetuated by our [economic, political, and military] systems and institutions and by the way we live our lives." He calls for the rejection of consumerism and the "redistribution of wealth and power on a global scale."43 FUNDAMENTALIST ATTRIBUTES AND ECONOMIC ORIENTATIONS Our overview of a variety of theologically conservative Protestants -- strict fundamentalists, the NCR, Christian Reconstructionists, and the evangelical Left -- illustrates why right-to-left variation in religious economic thought can not be linked to corresponding variation in theological beliefs or social attributes. It is simply not true that "conservative" economic views are the consequence of "conservative" theology or other "fundamentalist-like" attributes. Premillennialism, a characteristically fundamentalist doctrine, is not the key to economic conservatism, since the most radically right-wing group of evangelicals, the Reconstructionists, utterly reject that doctrine. Separatism also fails to predict economic conservatism -- the strict separatists associated with Bob Jones University appear suspicious of all economic systems and utterly repudiate the goals of the Christian Right. Belief in Biblical inerrancy likewise fails to predict economic outlook. Ronald Sider and other economic liberals of the evangelical left are defenders of Biblical inerrancy, and Sider's writings are packed with scriptural quotations interpreted literally. Yet Sider embraces government intervention and argues that "laissez-faire economics…reflects a modem, secularized outlook rather than a biblical perspective."44 This record of unpredictable diversity underscores a crucial fact: there is no generally accepted, Biblical standard for economic conduct. Different evangelical leaders with similar theologies and similar views of scripture have little trouble finding Biblical justification for radically different economic teachings. Some emphasize that the early Christian church "had everything in common" (Acts 4:32); others invoke the eighth and tenth commandments, which prohibit stealing or coveting another's property, as mandating respect for



private property; and yet others justify income redistribution and poverty programs with reference to the Jubilee laws (Leviticus 25:8-55) which mandate the periodic freeing of slaves and return of land to its original owners.45 In fact, different people sometimes defend radically different economic policies with exactly the same scriptures. The founders of virtually every Christian commune quote Acts 4:32 as proof that private property is contrary to the Christian ideal. Sider and Wallis likewise see in this text a "model" for Christian's "common use and consumption" of economic resources.46 But, others use the same passage as evidence that communism proved unworkable even in the golden age of the Apostles. They claim that the experiment was short lived and was never repeated "because it obviously didn't work." They even interpret Paul's subsequent efforts to collect funds for the Jerusalem church as proof that "the poor saints at Jerusalem ... bankrupted themselves though their experiment in communal living.”47,48 Most evangelicals say that the Biblical tithe requires Christians to contribute a tenth of their income to the church. But the Reconstructionism also interpret the tithe as limiting government revenue to a flat, ten percent tax.49 Christians on all sides agree that the Bible commands charity toward the poor. But those on the left invoke these scriptures to justify income redistribution and social welfare programs, whereas those on the right argue that Biblical charity and mandated redistribution are in fact antithetical, since true "charity" must be freely given. Statistical data provide further proof that economic thinking often varies independent of theological beliefs. Consider, for example, a 1981 survey of over a thousand faculty members at 198 seminaries and theological schools drawn from the full range of Christian denominations. The faculty were asked numerous questions about their religious, political, and economic beliefs. The results showed that conservative theology -belief in Biblical inerrancy, the divinity of Jesus, the promise of immortality, and the threat of Hell -- did not lead to economic conservatism. Theologically conservative professors displayed tremendous variation in their attitudes toward social welfare programs. Whereas theologically liberal professors seem to have attained a liberal consensus on such issues as welfare spending, income redistribution, reducing the role of government, and aid to poor countries, theologically conservative professors range all over the map. There was no evidence of an economic consensus, conservative or otherwise, among the professors in this latter category. Likewise, when analyzing results by school type, the economic views of professors at evangelical and fundamentalist schools showed substantially greater variation than those of professors at mainline Protestant schools. Interestingly, the situation was reversed on issues of sexual conduct. Professors at fundamentalist and evangelical schools responded far more consistently and conservatively to questions about abortion, homosexuality, and premarital sex than did professors at mainline Protestant schools. Hence, it is incorrect to attribute the economic results to some greater underlying diversity in the evangelical/fundamentalist (as opposed to mainline) population. Evangelicals and fundamentalists are capable of consensus. But that consensus is moral rather than economic.50 In short, there is little relationship between standard fundamentalist attributes and economic orientation. Unless one plays with tautologies, for example by equating fundamentalism with Falwell and the New Christian Right, it is impossible to argue that all fundamentalists, much less all evangelicals, are ardent supporters of laissez-faire capitalism or other conservative economic policies. Rather, one must acknowledge that fundamentalist and evangelical leaders with similar theological beliefs and similar social traits subscribe to a wide range of diverse and competing economic views.



3. IMPACT The economic teachings of evangelical leaders appear to have had little impact on rank and file members or on national debate, economic policies, and economic institutions. Moreover, the evidence below gives no indication that this situation will change anytime soon.



THE RANK AND FILE If one were to compare the economic views of the typical evangelical or fundamentalist to those of the typical American and then summarize the comparison in a single phrase, the phrase would be "no difference worth mentioning." This fact so contradicts the conventional wisdom that it demands both evidence and explanation. As already noted, the widespread image of fundamentalists and evangelicals as economic conservatives is partly due to the media's extensive coverage of Falwell and the New Christian Right throughout the 1980s. But it is also due to the fallacious notion that all forms of conservatism -- religious, moral, economic, and so forth -- go hand in hand. Rank and file fundamentalists and evangelicals do indeed stand out as religious and moral conservatives, but their economic views are largely indistinguishable from those of other Americans. In this respect they are much like their theology school counterparts, whose diverse economic views but consistent moral views have already been noted. Consider, for example, a recent study by Ted Jelen comparing the attitudes of more than a thousand Catholics, mainline Protestants, and evangelical Protestants on issues concerning at sexual morality, abortion, feminism, school prayer, communism, arms spending, and government welfare programs.51 On all issues except the last, evangelicals proved significantly more conservative than Catholics and Mainline Protestants. But their attitude toward welfare spending was virtually the same (and indeed slightly more liberal) than other Christians'. Although Jelen's study addressed only one economic issue and employed a very loose, denominational definition of evangelicalism, the same result holds for stricter definitions and many other issues. We see this in tables 1 and 2, which summarize the moral and economic attitudes of white Protestants in the 1987, 1988, and 1989 General Social Surveys. In these tables, I have classified more than 4000 respondents on the basis of their denomination and their personal religious beliefs. Respondents have been labeled "evangelical-fundamentalist" if (1) they belong to an evangelical or fundamentalist denomination52 and (2) they also accept the Bible as God's Word "to be taken literally, word for word.”53 Table 1 shows that evangelical-fundamentalists are far more likely to espouse traditional moral standards than are other white Protestants. Eighty-two percent of them (but only 57% of other Protestants) oppose laws that "permit abortion for any reason." Ninety-five percent of them (but only 78% of others) believe that "extramarital sex is always wrong." Sixty-three percent or them (but only 23% of others) believe that "premarital sex is always wrong." Their condemnation of pornography and homosexuality is no less emphatic. On each of these moral issues, the differences between evangelical-fundamentalists and other Protestants is strong, striking, and statistically significant. Moreover. these differences remain after controlling for background characteristics.54 The distinctive attitudes cannot be traced to income, education, age, gender, or marital status. Fundamentalists and evangelicals truly are moral conservatives. Even so, they are not economic conservatives. Table 2 shows this quite clearly. When asked about government spending on health, poverty, education, the environment, and the problems of blacks and large cities, evangelical-fundamentalists are nearly as likely as others to advocate increased expenditures. For virtually every economic item, the difference hetween them and non-evangelical Protestants is small, on the order of a few percentage points, and statistically insignificant.55 The Christian Right notwithstanding, fundamentalists and evangelicals seem just as comfortable with big government as everyone else. This last statement can be taken even farther. Recent research by Tamney, Burton, and Johnson indicates that when it comes to "economic restructuring" (income redistribution and job guarantees), fundamentalists are



actually more liberal than others. Viewing fundamentalism as a matter of degree, Burton, Johnson, and Tamney surveyed people to determine the extent to which they believed in strict biblical inerrancy, the second coming of Christ, human sinfulness, and God's control over every aspect of life.56 Their surveys also investigated political, sexual, and economic attitudes.57 The results show that although fundamentalism correlates positively with conservative political attitudes and traditional sexual attitudes, it also correlates positively with support for economic restructuring.58 Indeed, even focusing on supporters of the Moral Majority, they could find no evidence of a conservative economic orientation.59 Tamney, Button, and Johnson attribute their results to continuing influence of values embodied in the Populist and Prohibitionist parties of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, two movements closely associated with traditional, conservative Protestantism. They conclude that William Jennings "Bryan seems a more apt personification of Protestant Fundamentalism than does Jerry Falwell.”60 It is difficult to know whether the economic views of fundamentalists and evangelicals really derive from populism. Other explanations certainly are possible. (For example, one might attribute the rank and file's lack of economic conservatism to their leaders' lack of consensus. Or one might argue that there really is nothing to explain since their economic attitudes are not much different from anyone else's.) Nevertheless, the legacy of populism is cited by both leaders on the inside and researchers on the outside. Gary North has blamed Bryan for turning fundamentalist Christians against the gold-standard, free trade, and free markets: “Bryan radicalized a substantial segment of Christian voters in the United States . ... Thus American Christian thinking on economics is muddled. Christian's ‘populist' instincts are anti-bank, yet pro-paper money. Christians are patriotic, but with this has come a suspicion of foreigners and foreign imports.”61 Political scientist, James Reichley, raises the same points while discussing evangelicals' historic allegiance to the Democratic party. He observes that evangelicals, while for the most part socially conservative ... have by no means given up all the other attitudes and dispositions that for many years kept them loyal to the Democrats . ... [A]s the evangelicals have begun to acquire political confidence, some have shown signs of doubting that there is a necessary connection between traditional morality and, say, supply-side economics or an aggressively interventionist foreign policy. Older themes of economic populism and foreign policy non-interventionism, even isolationism, have begun to reappear.62 In any case, whether or not populism is the key, most evangelicals are neither libertarians nor free-market ideologues at heart. In the final analysis, they seem more at home with a "Christian" government that fosters and even imposes "Christian" values than a truly non-intrusive, minimal state. Just as conservative Protestants supported prohibition around the turn of the century, contemporary evangelicals have sought a constitutional ban on abortion, restrictions on drugs, pornography, and sexual conduct, and laws that require school texts to teach "creation science" as an alternative to evolutionary theory. The majority of evangelicals likewise look to the state for relief from poverty, reductions in economic inequality, and solutions to racial conflict, urban decay, and environmental pollution. They fear the growth of government insofar as it serves the interests "secular humanists," but by no means do they oppose all restrictions on personal liberty. One suspects that when rank and file evangelicals claim to support "free" and "open" markets, they mean markets free of communism and open to the influence of Christian values. Though it might come as a surprise, their middle-of-the-road sentiments were aptly summarized by Falwell himself: I believe in the free enterprise system . ... I look on socialism as mutually shared poverty. But I also believe that we must continue to struggle to bring justice, equality and a fuller measure of mercy and generosity through our free enterprise system. The exploitation of



workers, the misuse and abuse of power and wealth, the unequal and discriminatory distribution of profits should have no place in America's practice of capitalism."63 IMPACT ON PUBLIC POLICY If evangelical leaders have failed to impress their members with a distinctive economic ethic, they have had even less effect on governmental policies. Indeed, it appears that for all practical purposes they have never even tried to change current economic policy. Consider, for example, the track record of the New Christian Right. If any group of evangelicals was in the position to have policy impact in the 1980s it was the NCR. Yet for all its pro-capitalist rhetoric, the NCR never lobbied seriously for or against any economic bills. One searches in vain for instances in which NCR leaders and organizations directed significant time or money toward the passage of specific, "free market" legislation -- such as laws to reduce agricultural price supports, eliminate quotas and tariffs, scale back the minimum wage, or cut social spending and poverty programs. The NCR's lack of support for economic legislation contrasts sharply with its approach to moral and educational issues such as abortion, school prayer, the teaching of creationism, tuition tax credits, and gay rights.64 On abortion, for example, the NCR actively supported constitutional amendments designed to overturn the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court ruling. It also supported statutory proposals to "strip" the Court of its jurisdiction over the abortion issue. The NCR's approach to school prayer was likewise characterized by support for constitutional amendments, statutory restrictions, and special legislation aimed at getting around the Court's rulings. Bills mandating the teaching of "creation science" were introduced and in some cases passed in state legislatures.65 The NCR also supported tuition tax credits, but for educational rather than strictly economic reasons. Tuition tax credits would simply reduce the cost of private Christian education, thereby facilitating the inculcation of fundamentalist values. The NCR's political effectiveness was debated throughout the 1980s, and it continues to be debated today. Some have noted that despite tremendous media coverage, extensive lobbying, and eight years of a president committed publicly to much of its agenda, virtually none of its policy objectives were realized.66 While conceding the lack of legislative victories, others contend that it was a major achievement merely to get Congress to debate school prayer, abortion, and tuition tax credits.67 By either standard, however, the NCR's economic impact must be judged as virtually nonexistent. For all intents, economic issues were never even on the NCR agenda. In this respect, Falwell's 1981 "Agenda for the Eighties" was entirely typical. Its ten item list of the Moral Majority's "vital issues" included abortion, homosexuality, drugs, pornography, women's rights, ERA, national defense, support for Israel, church-state separation, and the autonomy of the Moral Majority state organizations.68 Economics was never even mentioned. Falwell's 1980 "Biblical Plan Of Action" likewise lists abortion, homosexuality, pornography, humanism, and the fractured family as the five major moral-political problems "that moral Americans need to be ready to face."69 The NCR's failure to pursue, let alone attain, specific economic goals is easy to understand given the statistical evidence described above. Rank and file evangelicals are no more enamored of free markets than are other Americans, nor are they any more opposed to government intervention. The NCR's legislative activities, which attacked moral issues but avoided economic ones, accurately reflected the interests of its constituency and thus accord with standard political theory. What needs to be explained therefore is not why the NCR's failed to lobby for economic change, but rather why it even raised the issue of free markets.



BEYOND RHETORIC The economic rhetoric of Falwell and company defies explanation only as long as we focus on the NCR's own constituency. The paradox is resolved when we broaden our perspective and recognize that the Christian Right was from its inception just one side of a new right-wing political coalition. This fact, though often ignored by the press and the public, has been documented by both political scientists and sociologists. Recounting the history of the New Right, Richard Peirard notes that the coalition got its start in the mid-1970s, when secular conservative activists, most notably Richard Viguerie, Howard Phillips, and Paul Weyrich, ... set out to build a broad coalition that would be autonomous from the political parties and possess a comprehensive set of political organizations ... The leaders of the so-called New Right were careful to emphasize the vital nature of the social issues that interested the evangelical conservatives. In 1979, they assisted in creating the three groups the media most closely identified with the New Christian Right: the Moral Majority, (Religious) Roundtable, and Christian Voice.70 Peirard's interpretation is echoed by other scholars, such as Riechley:7l "In its early stages, the religious new right was tutored and even to some extent created72 by a cadre of secular conservative organizers and publicists who for some years had been seeking to mobilize a right-wing coalition in national politics . ... Up to 1976, the chief preoccupations of the far right had been resistance against the growth of the welfare state and hardline opposition to the Soviet Union. After the 1976 election, Weyrich in particular spotted the social agenda of the religious right, with which he was in personal sympathy, as a new source of major electoral strength for a broad right-wing coalition.73 The Christian Right would probably never have arisen, much less captured public attention, had it not from the start allied itself with secular conservatives. In turn, that alliance would never have formed had not both sides conceded the issues most cherished by the other. The secular conservatives embraced the fundamentalist/evangelical moral agenda, and the NCR in turn embraced the secular conservatives economic agenda. However, for many leaders, and perhaps most followers, that embrace was less than loving. In the words of one scholar, "[m]any traditional Republicans are uncomfortable with the emotionally charged moral agenda of the Christian right." Hence, as the fundamentalists and evangelicals loudly lamented, the very conservatives that they worked to elect, most notably Ronald Reagan, failed to pursue their moral agenda with the vigor that they had anticipated.74 For their part, the Christian Right gave only nominal support to the economic goals of the secular conservatives. The NCR's apparently paradoxical failure to lobby for their economic goals is thus explained by the fact that the goals were never really "theirs" in the first place. The politics of coalitions helps to explain not only why evangelicals and fundamentalists have done so little to affect economic policies directly but also how they might have had some indirect impact. Insofar as the New Right coalition succeeded, it helped elect Republicans whose economic orientation was relatively conservative. The economic effect of the NCR in the 1980s thus hinges on the answers to two questions: Was the support of fundamentalists and evangelicals critical for the election of conservatives, and did the election of these conservatives lead to conservative economic outcomes? The future must be the judge of these questions. To dare, scholars remain deeply divided over the political impact of Falwell, the Moral Majority, and the rest of the Christian Right. On the one hand, it seems clear that the 1980s saw a substantial increase in the political activity of evangelicals and fundamentalists.75 On the other hand, the NCR often antagonized many more people than it attracted, and thus may have mobilized more opposition than support.76 The future political effectiveness of evangelicals is also unclear. On the one hand, evangelical support for Republican



candidates continues to coalesce. The evangelical vote for Republican Presidential candidates has risen from 55% in 1976, to 63% in 1980, to 76% in 1984, and 81% in 1988. As Hadden observes "evangelical Christians seem to be moving toward a consensus that their best chance for achieving [their] goals is through the Republican party. Their allegiance to the Republican party is now approaching the strength of blacks' allegiance to the Democratic party.”77 The Republican party likewise recognizes that "they need evangelical Christians if they are to build a majority party . ... Thus from a pragmatic perspective, the moralist Christians and the traditional pro-business Republicans are a likely alliance."78 On the other hand, this coalition remains "an uncomfortable ... marriage of convenience."79 According to Reichley, the religious right is now showing less enthusiasm for Republican economics and foreign policy than it did when it first joined the Reagan coalition of the early 1980s.80 And as evangelical leaders have gained more political clout, they have also displayed a greater tendency to fragment, as they did in the 1988 Republican primary when some supported Robertson, others (including Falwell) supported Bush, and still others backed Dole or Kemp. All in all, there is little doubt that the Christian Right will continue to make some contribution to political conservatism. But the magnitude of that contribution and its relevance to specific policy areas, particularly economics, remain open questions. Interestingly, the most ardent evangelical proponents of economic conservatism -- Reconstructionists like Gary North, Calvin Beisner, and Liberty University's Robert Mateer -- set their sights well beyond the Republican party and the immediate future. They disavow lobbying for legislative change on both practical and theoretical grounds. They know full well that most evangelicals do not share their positions. Striving for immediate change is therefore premature. They also recognize the hazards of coalition politics. Gary North, who once worked for the libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul, is said to have remarked that "anyone who goes to Washington expecting to change things is in for disillusionment." Rather than enter into the process of compromise and concession that inevitably characterizes political activity, they have instead chosen to embark on a long term program of education. The Reconstructionists in particular emphasize that theirs is an educational movement with a "bottom up" rather than "top down" plan of action. For North, Beisner, Mateer and many others, the immediate goal is to teach fellow Christians the Biblical mandate for free markets founded on Christian moral values. They express confidence that their "grass roots" methods will eventually affect economic policies, but they anticipate waiting decades or longer for tangible results. Though not always articulated, their plan of action really has four distinct steps: (1) developing a systematic, Christian view of economics; (2) converting other evangelical educators and leaders to this view; (3) teaching this new economic orthodoxy to rank and file Christians; and finally (4) democratically altering America's economic system, bringing it into line with Biblical principles. By their own admission, they have yet to go past the first two steps.81 Still, in religion as in politics, progress and consensus have been know come unexpectedly. And as the Bible itself states "with God all things are possible" (Matthew 19:26).



4. CONCLUSIONS This essay has reviewed the economic positions of evangelical leaders and has investigated the impact that these positions have had upon the attitudes of rank and file evangelicals and national economic policies. The positions espoused by evangelical leaders were found to be far more diverse than the platforms of specific groups, such as the Moral Majority, would suggest. A strong, free-market consensus remains at best a prospect for the future. Moreover, rank and file evangelicals show no signs whatsoever of embracing a distinctive, religiously motivated, economic ethic. They are just as open to income redistribution as other Americans and just as supportive of government programs to promote health, education, and urban renewal, and to alleviate the problems of race, poverty, and the environment. This contrasts sharply with their attitudes toward many moral issues, which are indeed different from and more conservative than those of other Americans. Thus, the conservative economic rhetoric of the New Christian Right appears to be a concession to its secular, political allies, not an expression of its rank and file members' concerns. This in turn helps to explain why Falwell and other leaders of the NCR never attempted to move from "free enterprise" talk to specific, free market legislation.. The only immediate impact that fundamentalists are likely to have on the economy is via their support for conservative Republicans. The importance of that support remains a subject of debate. Moreover, even where their support may have been or may yet become decisive, its primary economic effect will have been to promote an economic agenda that is not really theirs. Evangelical leaders with a serious, religiously-oriented commitment to conservative economic principles remain few, their best hopes a distant prospect. Some tentative conclusions emerge from this study that may apply to fundamentalism as a generic phenomenon. The first is that the diversity of economic thought within Protestant fundamentalism and the even greater diversity within Protestant evangelicalism may not be exceptional. This study has found no evidence that the logic of fundamentalism drives people toward a particular view of the economy, much less particular economic policies. Rather we observed examples of the "selective retrieval" that Martin Marty describes as common to all fundamentalisms.82 Selective retrieval, "picking and choosing ...from some earlier ... stages in ones own sacred history," aptly describe the way in which fundamentalists and evangelicals have arrived at Biblical justifications for everything from a flat tax to communal living, from income redistribution to the gold standard. Fundamentalists and evangelicals have no difficulty advocating virtually any reasonable economic orientation, as well as many unreasonable ones, with reference to their traditions and written authorities. Hence, where consensus does ever emerge among fundamentalists and evangelicals on the relative merits of capitalism versus socialism or economic efficiency versus equity it more than likely reflects the working of external forces, such as the dictates of political coalitions or the perceived failure of communist economies. Such an externally induced consensus may indeed have impact upon both rank and file members and the society in which they live, but it is an impact that is no less shaped by secular circumstances than it is by the internal logic of a particular religious form or tradition. This leads to a second point. Fundamentalism may ultimately relate to economics in much the same way that it relates to technology. Observers are always surprised to see how quickly the so-called "antiscientific" fundamentalists embrace new technology, and how readily they adapt it to their own purposes. The secular medium of television becomes the basis for televangelism; the notebook computer gives rise to the "on-line" Bible. Fundamentalists appear to appropriate economic concepts in much the same way: picking and choosing, paying little attention to an item's original source, and above all using everything they can as instruments to further their religious (and perhaps ultimately social) agenda." From time to time, academics must pinch themselves to recall that most people are not terribly concerned with nor constrained by logical consistency. In the final analysis, a fundamentalist "world view" may indeed limit one's attitudes toward technology, education, economics, and politics. But more often than not a fundamentalist's primary concern with each of these is the



same as everyone else's: using them as effectively as possible to pursue their larger goals. This could well be the most important lesson that emerges from the messy world of evangelical-fundamentalist economics.
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Table 1 MORAL ISSUES EVANGELICALFUNDAMENTALISTS:



OTHER PROTESTANTS:



Opposes laws that permit abortion for any reason.



82%



57%



Favors laws prohibiting the distribution of pornography to persons of any age.



63%



43%



Believes that homosexual sex is always wrong.



95%



72%



Believes that premarital sex is always wrong.



62%



23%



Believes that extramarital sex is always wrong.



94%



78%



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989.



Table 2 ECONOMIC ISSUES EVANGELICAL, FUNDAMENTALISTS:



OTHER PROTESTANT'S:



Believes that we currently spend too little on solving the problems of the big cities.



24%



27%



Believes that we currently spend too little on welfare.



41%



43%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the condition of blacks.



22%



19%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the nation's health.



64%



66%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the nation's education system.



59%



64%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the environment.



54%



66%



Believes that we currently spend too little on foreign aid.



4%



4%



Believes that we currently spend too little on the military, armaments, and defense.



16%



16%



Believes that we currently spend too little on halting the rising crime rate.



65%



61%



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989.
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OTHER PROTESTANTS: 57%



Favors laws prohibiting the distribution of pornography to persons of any age.



63%



43%



Believes that homosexual sex is always wrong.



95%



72%



Believes that premarital sex is always wrong.



62%



23%



Believes that extramarital sex is always wrong.



94%



78%



Opposes laws that permit abortion for any reason.



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989.



Table 2 ECONOMIC ISSUES EVANGELICALFUNDAMENTALISTS:



OTHER PROTESTANTS:



Believes that we currently spend too little on solving the problems of the big cities.



24%



27%



Believes that we currently spend too little on welfare.



41%



43%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the condition of blacks.



22%



19%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the nation's health.



64%



66%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the nation's education system.



59%



64%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the environment.



54%



66%



Believes that we currently spend too little on foreign aid.



4%



4%



Believes that we currently spend too little on the military, armaments, and defense.



16%



16%



Believes that we currently spend too little on halting the rising crime rate.



65%



61%



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989.



Table 3 MORAL ISSUES: CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS CATHOLIC



LIB. PROT.



MOD. PROT.



CONS. PROT.



SECTS



Opposes laws that permit abortion for any reason.



63%



46%



63%



75%



86%



Favors laws prohibiting the distribution of pornography to persons of any age.



40%



39%



46%



50%



62%



Believes that homosexual sex is always wrong.



70%



64%



75%



85%



93%



Believes that premarital sex is always wrong.



19%



20%



31%



38%



55%



Believes that extramarital sex is always wrong.



76%



69%



78%



87%



90%



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989, whites only. Protestant classifications: "Liberal" = Episcopalian, UCC, Presbyterian; "Moderate" = Methodist, Lutheran (except Mo. Synod), Baptist (except So. Baptist), Disciples of Christ, Reformed; "Conservative" = Missouri Synod Lutheran, Southern Baptist; "Sect" = Assemblies of God and other Pentecostal/Charistmatic groups, Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses, Mormons, Nazarenes.



Table 4 ECONOMIC ISSUES: CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS CATHOLIC



LIB. PROT.



MOD. PROT.



CONS. PROT.



30%



22%



21%



SECTS



Believes that we currently spend too little on solving the problems of the big cities.



30%



Believes that we currently spend too little on welfare.



47%



44%



39%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the condition of blacks.



26%



23%



19%



18%



20%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the nation's health.



67%



67%



61%



64%



67%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving the nation's education system.



67%



63%



60%



66%



65%



Believes that we currently spend too little on improving and protecting the environment.



66%



70%



62%



61%



60%



Believes that we currently spend too little on foreign aid.



4%



3%



3%



4%



5%



Believes that we currently spend too little on the milit ary, armaments, and defense.



17%



18%



15%



15%



13%



Believes that we currently spend too little on halting the rising crime rate.



61%



60%



Source: General Social Surveys, 1987 through 1989, whites only.



58%



23%



42%



51%



66%



61%
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